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#Linguastars 2021  

Provisional Programme 

 

We are still finalising the workshops on offer, but take a look below for a provisional 

programme, to give you a flavour of what is in store over the 5 weeks... 

 

Wed 9th June 

Welcome  
As all our sessions will be delivered online, we’ll help you get to grips with the tech 
we’ll be using and introduce you to the other participants with some icebreakers.   
  

Undergraduate Taster Session (French/Spanish/German)  
How do undergraduates learn and study? Find out what it’s like to study your A-
Level language at university level in our interactive taster sessions!  
  

Wed 
16th June 

Courses Talk  
The University of Leeds has a whole range of different language course options. 
We’ll walk you through your choices to help you find the right fit for you...  
  

Joint Honours Taster Sessions  
Did you know you can study a language alongside another subject? At the 
University of Leeds, you can study a language alongside Linguistics, International 
Relations or Business to name just a few! We’ll give you a flavour of some of the 
joint honours options available at the university and identify why these compliment 
languages so well! (Subjects TBC)  
  

Careers session  
Love studying languages, but not sure where this could lead to in the future? 
We’re here to help - you wouldn’t believe the number of options available to you as 
a languages student!  
  

Wed 
23rd June 

Student Ambassador Q&A  
There’s no better way to find out about studying languages at a university and 
what life is like as a student, than asking the students directly! They’ll reveal their 
highlights, tips and tricks in our Q&A - what would you like to ask them?  
  

Informal Networking/Social Sessions  
Connect with other languages students across the country, outside the classroom!  
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Wed 
30th June 

Alumni Panel  
Want to feel inspired? We'll be inviting University of Leeds graduates back to 
speak to you about their journey studying languages. Found out where a degree 
in languages has taken them beyond university...  
  

Language Taster Session 1  
At University you can apply the languages skills you’ve learnt so far to studying a 
new language from scratch! Fancy learning Arabic or Chinese? At University you 
can! Our taster sessions will give you a flavour of learning a new language at 
University (Languages TBC).   
  

Language Taster Session 2  
(see above)  
  

Wed 7th July 

UCAS and Personal Statements  
Designed to help you understand the UCAS application process from 
registration, completing the form, through to tracking applications, handling 
offers, confirmation, adjustment and clearing. Learn the dos and dont’s of writing 
a personal statement and find out why they form such a crucial part of the UCAS 
application process. You will consider real examples and receive tips on 
preparing your own.  
  

Admissions/Tutors Q&A  
Speak directly to the admissions team and academic staff in the School of 
Languages Cultures and Societies. Do you have questions about the course 
options? Or perhaps you want to find out more about modules or the specialist 
facilities? This is the place to ask!  
  

Showcase and Evaluations  
Let’s celebrate all you have learnt and achieved over the past 5 weeks!   
  
We’re always keen to make these events bigger and better year on year so we’d 
love to hear what you thought!  
  

 


